
“Villa Florentyna” Boca Raton

Just beyond the massive wooden gates that protect her from the outside world is a 5 acre
estate of pure grandeur & tranquility melded together in pure harmony. Guests are fully
aware upon entering that they are about to embark on a very special and privileged visit
within and throughout the grounds of this stunning estate.

Just a short drive from the front gates, along the winding paved driveway past one of the
two lakes and a portion of the 600 foot stream that disappears under the roadway and
reappears as a multi-level fountain enhancing the natural looking setting for the life size
Bears sculptures imported from Canada you are immediate aware that this amazing estate
displays many unique one of a kind treasures. Carved by chain saw out of Redwood by
artist Terry McKinnon these very bears were part of a story published in National
Geographic magazine. Watch as your guests turn their heads in awe to gaze upon one of
the most elaborate and impressive entrances to a home imaginable. Originally designed
for a Las Vegas casino and then adapted to fit “Villa Florentyna”, the 20 foot Italian
marble sculpture is the appropriate treatment for the custom designed hand carved doors
just beneath it. The 13 foot hand carved Teak wooden doors are imported from the Far
East and will eventually become part of a dying craft. These particular doors took well
over a year to be completed by one Master Carver and three assistants. Just as elaborate
as the exterior side of this work of art so is the interior side depicting an evening setting
of animals gathering around a lake. Be sure to ask about the detailed brass carved
locking mechanism as this too has a story.

Guests as welcomed into the formal entry foyer where they are immediately captivated
by the Mediterranean and European contemporary décor which was completed in 2006.
Master craftsmen, some from Costa Rica and others from Sri Lanka, put their skills and
talent to the test while working on this mansion. This is apparent when you look at the 25
foot wall in the living room that is made up entirely of small mahogany balls the size of a
quarter. Custom designed lighting covered in delicate fabrics depicts sea creatures that
illuminate the vast space. Treasures and artifacts from South Asia are beautifully
displayed including Buddah in various states of meditation. Perhaps the tranquil feeling
that emotes from this paradise is in part to Buddah being present. Under the guidance of
Buddha every living being has the same basic wish – to be happy and to avoid suffering.

A modern spacious kitchen helps to ground the open floor plan and provide a sense of
warmth & family to the mansion. Just beyond the kitchen is the exercise room and home
theater. Yes, even the exercise room is unique featuring a combination Stair Climber &
Rowing Machine that is one of four that currently exist. Beside the one at “Villa
Florentyna” one is owned by Rod Stewart, the other by Sylvester Stallone and the last on
display at the Smithsonian Museum.

Venture out to the exterior grounds and hold your breath before it is taken from you. The
sound of water immediately captures your attention. Large oversized pots pour gallons of
water into the multi-level pool and spa while off in the distance a towering 37 foot solid
carved concrete waterfall designed by Disney engineer’s cascades down into a pristine



lake filled with a colorful variety of Koi both big & small. Aqua lighting custom made
by world renowned Ayala Serfaty from Israel illuminates the lake. Ideally situated and in
full view at the center of the lake is a quaint gazebo which would make for an ideal
wedding ceremony space.

Surrounding the lake and winding through the acreage is a 1/3 mile brick paved walkway
that allows for guests to wonder through the immaculate gardens featuring a vast variety
of specimens and fragrant flowers including a beautiful rose garden. Many exotic and
rare plants from around the world cover the grounds. Beautiful bronze works of art
depicting both children at play and nature help to evoke pleasant relaxing conversation
while guests leisurely walk the estate grounds and discover all of her hidden treasures.

Add to all of this grandeur the culinary talent of Chef Patrick Adams of “Gourmet Design
Catering” and your guest are in for a delectable treat that will delight even the most
discerning pallets. Honing his culinary skills all over the world, Chef Patrick brings a
little something extra to the table, and his passion for creating unparalleled menus reflects
in everything that he does. Staying ahead of the trends and believing that each event
should be better than the last has allowed Gourmet Design Catering to become a leader in
the special event and wedding catering industry. Striving for perfection at every turn,
Gourmet Design Catering takes the term “detail oriented” to the next level, providing
every client, large or small, the same personalized care and attention to detail.

If entertaining in grand style within an oasis of tranquility is your desire then you will not
want to miss the opportunity to do so with Locations Extrordinaire, Inc. & Chef Patrick
Adams at “Villa Florentyna”.


